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Public Water Supply Systems Search Parameters
Drinking Water Watch (DWW) allows state drinking water administrators, laboratories, and the public to access drinking water information under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA). It  can be deployed on the World Wide Web outside a state's  electronic firewall  and does not require sign-in authentication for access.  The database from which DWW retrieves
its information is a static copy of the state’s custodial  drinking water database, which is refreshed at the state’s discretion.  

 

This search page lets you search the drinking water database for two broad categories of information: public water systems (inventory, sampling schedules, violations and enforcement
actions) and sampling data reported for public water systems.  All search field criteria on the Search Page are “and” criteria.  That is,  each field where you specify a search value should
be interpreted as further constraining the search by “and”.  You can enter search criteria anywhere on the page. The following are three example searches:

 

All water systems principally served by a specific parish and their administrative contacts (specify Principal Parish Served and  Point of Contact Type AC)

All TCR Sample Results that showed presence of Total Coliform bacteria for a specific Water System within the past 2 years (specify the Water System No. and select Sample
Class TCR Samples Detection Only

All 90th percentile Lead and Copper sample summaries for Community water systems within the past 6 years (specify Water System Type C  and select Sample Class Lead
and Copper Summaries and enter today's date-minus 6 years in the Sample Collection Date Range From field and today's date in the To field.

 

(1) Public Water Systems

 

Public Water Supply Systems Search gives you search criteria so that you may easily find one or more public water systems. Water systems are classified according to rules developed
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and each state.

 

You can enter criteria into one or more of the following six Public Water Supply systems Search Parameters:

 

Water System No.

Water System Name

Principal Parish Served

Water System Type

Source Water Type

Point of Contact Type

  

 Pressing Search for Water Systems displays the Water Systems List from which you can select to view additional information about the water system on the Water System Detail page
including:  

 

Points-of-Contact

Annual operating periods and population served

Service connections

Sources of water

Service areas

Water purchases  

 

If your search includes a Point of Contact Type,  the address information for the type of point of contact you specified is included as a column on the Water Systems List.  Selecting a
water system presents you the Water System Detail page, where you can view detailed inventory information about the Water System. You may also click on links for sampling,
scheduling, site visit, and violation information for the water system you selected.  

  

(2) Search for Samples
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The Sample Collection Date Range fields let you further broaden or constrain the number of sample results your criteria retrieves.  To prevent lengthy accidental searches, the sample
search default will always return results for the most recent two years unless you explicitly enter a wider or narrower date range. If you remove the default dates,  the search still  uses the
most recent two years as search criteria. To return results from more than two years ago, you need to enter a “from” date that is before two years ago. For example, if  today’s date is
June 9, 2005,

 

to find samples from the last 5 years, you would need to enter 6/9/2000 in the “from” date and 6/9/2005 in the “to” date of the search date range. To find samples from the last
month.

to find samples from the last month,  you would need to enter 5/10/2005 in the “from” date and 6/9/2005 in the “to” date of the search date range. To find samples from the last
month.

 

If you specify one or more Sample Search Parameters criteria, the Search for Samples button is available.

 

Sample Class

Sample Collection Date Range

 

Click Search For Water Systems to accept the criteria you have entered and display the Water Systems page.    

 

Click Clear to reset the fields and remove any search criteria you have entered.

 

 Click Glossary for additional information.

 

OR

 

You may Click Here For The Parish Map to display the parish map for your state from which you may select a particular parish.
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Water System No.
Water System No. is the public water system identification number assigned by the state, territory, or EPA Region plus seven digits (e.g., IN2750869).



Water System Name
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Water System Name

Water System Name is the name of the public water system.



Principal Parish Served
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Principal Parish Served

Principal Parish Served is the name of the parish principally served by the public water system.
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Water System Type
Water systems are classified according to rules developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and each state. Water Systems fall into two broad
categories: public and non-public. A public water system can be further classified as one of the following: 

 
C - Community  Serves at least 15 service connections used by year-round residents or regularly serves 25 year-round residents.
NTNC - Non-Transient Non-Community Serves at least the same 25 non-residential individuals during 6 months of the year.
NC - Transient Non-Community Regularly serves at least 25 non-residential individuals (transient)  during 60 or more days per year.

  
This classification is based on information in each of the following five areas: 

 
1.  Quantity and type of population served (e.g., transient, residential).

2.  Number of days served (or annual operating period (i.e., the period(s) of the year that the water system is in operation)).

3.  Number of service connections (i.e., the number of connections for each service area such as commercial, agricultural, residential).

4.  Activity status of the water system (i.e., active or inactive).

5.  Sources of water (e.g., reservoir, well.  Sources of water may be active or inactive depending on whether the source is seasonal or year-round. The current
date determines active or inactive status).



Source Water Type
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Primary Source Water Type
Source Water Type categorizes the primary source water used by a water system.  Permitted entries include the following: Primary Source categorizes the primary water source for the
public water system. The source of water determines treatment requirements, or other standards. For example, the presence of any surface water sources in a public water system s
inventory forces a surface water (SW) classification, even though more groundwater may be supplied than surface water. Any groundwater under the influence of surface water sources in
a water system inventory necessitates a Ground Water Under the Influence of Surface Water (GUISW) classification. These higher classifications dictate higher monitoring requirements
for the water system and greater public health protection.

 

GU - Groundwater UDI Surface Water –  System has a source that provides water under the direct influence of surface water (e.g., unprotected well or springs) and no surface water
sources.

 

GUP - Purchased Groundwater UDI Surface Water – System purchases water that originates from source that provides water under the direct influence of surface water (e.g., unprotected
well or springs) and no surface water sources.

 

 GW - Groundwater – System has a groundwater source that is not under the direct influence of surface water (e.g., protected wells) and no surface water or groundwater under the
influence of surface water sources.

 

GWP - Purchased Groundwater – System purchases water that originates from groundwater source that is not under the direct influence of surface water (e.g., protected wells) and no
surface water or groundwater under the influence of surface water sources.

 

SW - Surface Water – System has a surface source (e.g., river, reservoir,  intake).

 

SWP - Purchased Surface Water – System purchases water that originates from a surface source (e.g., river, reservoir,  intake).
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Points of Contact Type
The following types of contacts may apply to the active point-of-contact:  

 
AC Administrative Person who handles administrative matters.   Identifies a legal entity US EPA will use for official notification.
DO Designated OP in charge. Person who serves as the operator in charge.
EC Emergency Contact Person to contact in an emergency.
 FC Financial Person who handles financial matters.
LE Lead Engineer Person who serves as lead engineer.
 LC Legal Person who handles legal matters.
OP Operator Operator of a water system.
 OT Other  
 OW Owner Owner of a water system.
 SA  Sampling Person responsible for sampling information.
UN Utility Representative (Non-Tribal)  
  
The following types of contact are used by EPA in oversight of Native Tribal  Lands 
 
BI Bureau of Indian Affairs Representative.

HC Health Clinic Representative.

IE Indian Health Service Engineer

 IS Indian Health Service Sanitarian

PC Primary Contact

 RC Regulatory Contact

TC Tribal  Chairman

 TE Tribal  Environmental Dept. Representative.

 TG Tribal  Government Representative.

 TH  Tribal Health Dept. Representative.
UT Utility Representative (Tribal)
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Water System Details
Public water systems provide piped water for human consumption and have at least 15 service connections or regularly serve an average of at least 25 individuals daily at
least 60 days per year. All  other systems are considered non-public.

You can see the following details about the water system you selected:

Water System No. 
Water System Name 
Principal Parish Served 
Status 
Federal and State Type 
Primary Source 
Activity Date 

  
A Points of Contact list for the water system you have selected lists the Name,  Type, Phone, Address, and Email  for each of the contacts.   Contacts may be individuals,

companies, government agencies, etc. 
  
Annual operating period indicates the period(s) of the year that the water system is in operation. Population Served lists the estimated count of populations served by type
(e.g., residential, transient) during the annual operating period. The Annual Operating Periods & Populations Served display box indicates the Start Month, Start Day, End
Month, End Day of the active annual operating period. It also displays the Population Type and the Population Served. 

  
One of the factors that impacts the classification of a water system is the number of connections for each service (e.g., commercial, agricultural, residential). The Service
Connections display box indicates the service connection Type, Count, Meter Type and Meter Size Measure. 

  
Sources of water may be active or inactive depending on whether the source is seasonal or year-round. The current date determines active or inactive status. The
Sources of Water display box indicates the Name, Type, and Status of the active sources of water. 

  
Service areas classify the types of population (e.g., residential or transient) and facilities (e.g., school, hotel/motel) that receive water from the public water system. The
Service Area display box indicates the Code and Name of the service area. 

  
Water Purchases classify the details of purchased water between two or more water systems including buyer and seller information.   The Water Purchases display box

give you the following information: 
  
Seller Water System No. 
Water System Name 
Seller Water Type 
Purchase Date 
Seller Facility Type 
Seller State Asgn ID No. 
Buyer Facility Type 
Buyer State Asgn ID No. 
  
Pressing the Water Systems Facilities link displays the Water System Facilities List for the selected water system.

Pressing the Sample Schedules link displays the Sample Schedules List for the selected water system.

Pressing the TCR Sample Results link displays the TCR Sample Results List for the selected water system.

Pressing the TCR Sample Summary Results link displays the TCR Sample Summary Results List for the selected water system.

Pressing the Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results link displays the Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results List for the selected water system.

Pressing the Non-TCR Samples/Results link displays the Non-TCR Samples List for the selected water system.

Pressing the Non-TCR Samples/Results by Analyte link displays the Analyte Selection List. This is the list of all  non-TCR analytes that are referenced by any non-TCR
sample result that exists for the specified water system.  If the analyte does not appear on this list, no sample results for that analyte and for the specified water system
exist in the database.

Pressing the Violations/Enforcement Actions link displays the Violations/Enforcement Actions List for the selected water system.

Pressing the Site Visits link displays the Site Visits List for the selected water system.

Pressing the Milestones link displays the Milestones List for the selected water system.
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Sample Class
You may search the entire database for the following different classes of samples and results:

 

 TCR Samples – Total Coliform sample results (whose Analyte Code is 3100, 3013, or 3014) that meet your selection criteria.

 TCR Samples Detection Only – Total Coliform sample results (whose Analyte Code is 3100, 3013, or 3014) where Coliform is identified as present and that meet your
selection criteria.

TCR Summaries – Total Coliform sample summaries (whose Analyte Code is 3100) that meet your selection criteria.

Lead and Copper Summaries – 90th percentile Lead and Copper sample summaries (whose Analyte Code is PB90 or CU90) that meet your selection criteria

Summarized Field Sample Results – Summarized Field Sample Results (MDPB summaries) that meet your selection criteria.  (These results are collected to support the federal
Interim Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule and Disinfectant ByProduct Rule.)

 Non-TCR Samples All – Chemical, radionuclide, microbiological, and water quality parameter samples (whose Sample Results’ Analyte Code is not 3100, 3013, or 3014) that
meet your selection criteria.

Non-TCR Samples by Analyte – All non-TCR analytes referenced by sample results (excluding those where Analyte Code is 3100, 3013, or 3014) that meet your selection
criteria.  If the analyte does not appear on this list, no sample results for that analyte and your criteria exist in the database.

 Non-TCR Samples Detection Only – Chemical, radionuclide, microbiological, and water quality parameter samples (whose Analyte Code is not 3100, 3013, or 3014) where the
Result Concentration is greater than 0 and that meet your selection criteria.
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Sample Collection Date Range
The Sample Collection Date Range fields let you further broaden or constrain the number of sample results your criteria retrieves. To prevent lengthy accidental searches, the sample
search default will always return results for the most recent two years unless you explicitly enter a wider or narrower date range. If you remove the default dates,  the search still  uses the
most recent two years as search criteria. To return results from more than two years ago, you need to enter a “from” date that is before two years ago. For example, if  today’s date is
June 9, 2005,

 

to find samples from the last 5 years, you would need to enter 6/9/2000 in the “from” date and 6/9/2005 in the “to” date of the search date range. To find samples from the last
month.

to find samples from the last month,  you would need to enter 5/10/2005 in the “from” date and 6/9/2005 in the “to” date of the search date range. To find samples from the last
month.

 

 



State Parish Map
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State Parish Map
  
On the State map, click on a parish to access a list of public water systems in that parish.  
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Status

Status indicates whether the public water system is active (A) or inactive (I).



Federal and State Type
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Federal and State Type
Federal Type specifies the public water system s federal type based on the population served, number of service connections, activity status, etc. 

  
Water systems are classified according to rules developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and each state. Water Systems fall into the two broad
categories: public and non-public. A public water system can be further classified as one of the following: 

 
Community (C) Serves at least 15 service connections used by year-round residents or regularly serves 25 year-round residents.
Non-Transient Non-Community (NTNC) Serves at least the same 25 non-residential individuals during 6 months of the year.
Transient Non-Community (NC) Regularly serves at least 25 non-residential individuals (transient)  during 60 or more days per year.

  
Note: Federal water system Types are used to establish requirements for monitoring, maximum contaminant levels, and other criteria. 

  
State Type specifies the public water system's state type based on criteria set by the primacy agency.   
  
Note: State Types for water systems are not used to establish requirements for monitoring, maximum contaminant levels, and other criteria.



Activity Date
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Activity Date
Activity Date  indicates the date associated with the activity status (i.e., active, inactive) of the public water system.
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Points of Contact
The Points of Contact (POC) list displays all  legal contacts assigned to the public water system and each contact's name, title, type, phone, address, and Email. 

  
The Water System’s POCs list only the Water System’s active POCs (where TINWSLEC Activity Status is A).

Points of Contact may also include non-individuals, that is the name of other related legal entities (e.g., laboratories,
municipalities, counties, that are not individuals).
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Name of Point-of-Contact

Name is the legal name of the point-of-contact for a public water system. This is the name that appears on legal or other official
documents.



Phone
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Phone
Phone is the 10-digit phone number of the point-of-contact at the selected point of contact.



Address
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Address
Address displays the complete address of the point-of-contact type selected on the Drinking Water Watch search page.



Email
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Email

Email displays the Email address of the point-of-contact.
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Annual Operating Periods & Populations Served
Annual operating period indicates the period(s) of the year that the water system is in operation. The Annual Operating Periods & Populations Served display box indicates
the Start Month, Start Day, End Month, End Day of the annual operating period of the public water system.  It also displays the Population Type and the Population
Served. 

  
Some water systems serve seasonal populations, some serve only year-round populations, and others serve mixed populations and annual operating periods. 

  
Annual operating periods have a starting month and day and an ending month and day and are effective for a number of years. 

  
Display of Annual Operating Periods is limited to those with End Date is Null (not valued) or Less Than 1 Year from today.



Start Month/Start Day
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Start Month/Start Day

Start Month/Start Day includes the calendar month and day when a public water system s season of operation begins.



End Month/End Day
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End Month/End Day
End Month/End Day includes the calendar month and day when a public water system s season of operation ends.



Population Type
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Population Type
Population Type uses the following codes to describe the type of population served:
NT Non-Transient For example, industrial/agricultural, medical facility, school
R Residential For example, residential area, mobile home park, municipality
T Transient For example, recreation area, highway rest area, hotel/motel
W Wholesale For example, seller of water



Population Served
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Population Served
Population Served lists the estimated count of populations served by type (e.g., residential, transient) during the specified annual operating period.



Service Connections
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Service Connections
The Service Connections display box indicates the service connection Type (e.g., agricultural, industrial),  Count (i.e., number of connections), Meter Type and Meter Size
Measure for the public water system. This data is part of the water system classification requirement.



Service Connection Type
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Service Connection Type
Type of service connections for a public water system consist of the following: 

 
AG Agricultural
CB Combined
CM Commercial
IN Industrial
PP Power Production
RS Residential



Count
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Count
Count indicates the number of service connections for a public water system for a particular type of service (e.g., agricultural, residential).



Service Connection Type
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Meter Type
Type of meter used in the service connection for a public water system consist of the following: 

 
MU Metered
MU Metered and Unmetered
UM Unmetered
UN Unknown



Count
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Meter Size Measure
Meter Size Measure indicates the commercial size of the meter in inches.



Sources of Water
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Sources of Water
The Sources of Water display box indicates the Name, Type (e.g., spring, reservoir),  and Status (active or inactive) of the sources of water.



Name of Source of Water
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Name of Source of Water
The Name of the source of water is the name assigned by the primacy agency to the water system's source of water.



Type of Source of Water
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Type of Source of Water
The Type indicates the water source:
CC Consecutive

Connection
Many public water systems purchase water from another water system. The connection to the water system that supplies the water is called a
consecutive connection. 

IG Infiltration
Gallery

An infiltration gallery is a man-made means of capturing water for use. In a public water system, the intended use is human consumption. An infiltration
gallery typically consists of a perforated pipe in a gravel or sand bedding constructed along or beneath a natural source of water (e.g., river or shallow
aquifer*). Typically, sand backfill is placed over the bedding to improve the filtration of the natural soils in which the gallery is constructed. 

IN Intake A man-made device for extracting raw (i.e., untreated) water from a river or lake or other "surface water"  source. 
NP Non-Piped A non-piped source of water typically refers to water that has been transported to a facility via a sanitary tanker. 
RC Roof

Catchment
Some places, do not have a reliable,  cost effective means of providing drinking water but do have significant rainfall. These locations may use roof
catchments to capture rainfall to use for drinking and other purposes. 

RS Reservoir In the United States Environmental Protection Agency's drinking water program, a reservoir refers to a man-made body of water that is used as a
source of water for a public water system (e.g., a reservoir created by a dam, a quarry, or a sandpit). This should not be confused with a reservoir that
is part of a treatment plant to temporarily hold water as part of the treatment process. This latter type of reservoir is considered a storage tank by some
states. 

SP Spring Springs occur where the natural flow of ground water rises to the surface and a man-made device is constructed to capture this water. 
WL Well A well is a hole that has been drilled or bored into the earth to withdraw water from an underground aquifer*. 

An aquifer is any geological  formation that contains water, especially one that supplies water for wells or springs.



Status of Source of Water
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Status of Source of Water
The Status of source of water may be A (Active) or I (Inactive).



Service Areas
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Service Areas
The Service Areas  display box indicates the Code and Name of the service area served by the public water system.



Code for Type of Service Area
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Code for Type of Service Area
The Code for type of service area is one of the following: 

 
NT Non-Transient For example, industrial/agricultural, medical facility, school.
O Other For example, interstate carrier, water bottler.
R Residential For example, residential area, mobile home park, municipality.
T Transient For example, recreation area, highway rest area, hotel/motel.



Name of Service Area
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Name of Service Area

The Name of the Service Area describes the area served by the public water system (e.g., Residential area, industrial/agricultural,
medical facility, hotel/motel, day care center).



Seller Water System No.
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Seller Water System No.
The Water System No. of the selling water system.

 

 



Seller Water Type
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Seller Water Type
Seller Water Type categorizes the water sold by a water system.  Permitted entries include groundwater (GW), groundwater under the direct influence (GUI) of surface water, and surface
water (SW).

 



Purchase Date
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Purchase Date
Purchase Date is the month,  day, and year that a water contract was established between a buyer and seller.  Note: The actual delivery of water to a buyer may vary during the period
from the active date to the inactive date.

 



Seller Facility Type
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Seller Facility Type
Seller Facility Type categorizes the water facility from which water is sold.  Permitted entries include the following:

 

Cistern

Clear Well

Common Headers

Consecutive Connection

Dist System/Zone

Infiltration Gallery

Intake

Non-Piped

Other

Pressure Control

Pump Facility

Reservoir

Roof Catchment

Sampling Station

Spring

Surface Impoundment

Transmission Main (Manifold)

Treatment Plant

Well

Well Head

 



Seller State Asgn ID No.
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Seller State Asgn ID
The Water System Facility State Asgn ID of the facility that is selling the water.  This number is unique within the water system.

 



Buyer Facility Type
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Buyer Facility Type
Buyer Facility Type categorizes the water facility from which water is purchased.   Permitted entries include the following:

 

Cistern

Clear Well

Common Headers

Consecutive Connection

Dist System/Zone

Infiltration Gallery

Intake

Non-Piped

Other

Pressure Control

Pump Facility

Reservoir

Roof Catchment

Sampling Station

Spring

Surface Impoundment

Transmission Main (Manifold)

Treatment Plant

Well

Well Head

 

 



Buyer State Asgn ID No.
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Buyer State Asgn ID
The Water System Facility State Asgn ID of the facility that is purchasing the water.  This number is unique within the water system.

 



Water System Facilities
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Water System Facilities
A water system facility can be any location or facility related to the public water system. Examples include distribution systems, treatment plants, wells,  and the like. On the
Water System Facilities page you may view basic water system facility information such as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status,
Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
This page lists water system facilities for the water system you selected, identified by the following: 
  
State Asgn ID No. 
Facility Name 
Type 
Activity Status

 Pressing the WSF State Asgn ID No, link displays the Water System Facility Detail page.



Sample Schedules

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Sample_Schedules.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:01 PM]

Sample Schedules
Sample or "monitoring" schedules provide water system owners, operators,and laboratories with the information that lets them know the sampling or monitoring requirements for a
specific water system, water system facility, and analyte.  An example of such a schedule is the requirement that one routine sample be collected and analyzed for the regulated volatile
organic chemicals (VOC) at Water System Facility #1 every 3 years with the next sample to be collected between 1/1/2003 and 12/31/2006.

 

On the  Sample Schedules page you may view basic water system information, such as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status,  Federal and State Type,
Source, and Activity Date.

 
You may also view four different types of open schedules for the water system.  Open schedules are those whose End Date is not valued or is after today.

 

(1) TCR Schedules – Schedules that specify the frequency and timeframe for which a water system must monitor for Total Coliform bacteria – Analyte Code 3100 (which may include
fecal pathogens (fecal coliform – Analyte Code 3013 and Escherichia coli (E. coli) – Analyte Code 3014).  You can view the list of TCR schedules for this water system using the
following fields:

 

Sample Count

Sample Type

Sample Frequency

Effective Begin Date

Effective End Date

Seasonal Start MM/DD

Seasonal End MM/DD

Analyte Code

Analyte Name

 

(2) Facility Analyte Field Sample Schedules – Lists the monitoring requirements for both state and federal regulations (Turbidity, Surface Water Treatment, Interim Enhanced Surface
Water Treatment, and Long Term 1 Surface Water Treatment Rules) which vary by specific analyte as well as the type and size of a treatment plant.  You can view the list of facility
analyte monitoring requirements for this water system using the  following fields:

 

Water System Facility State Asgn ID No.

Water System Facility Name

Analyte Code

Analyte Name

Days to Monitor per Month

Samples Required per Day

Effective Begin Date

Effective End Date

Summary Type

 

(3) Non-TCR Group Schedules – Open schedules that specify the frequency and timeframe for which a water system must monitor for analytes other than Coliform bacteria.  These
schedule groups reference Analyte Group Codes.   Schedule Groups are different from individual schedules in that a Schedule Group references an Analyte Group,  which are simply
groupings of analytes.  Schedule Groups are convenient to use when the monitoring requirements for a group of analytes are the same. You can view the list of Schedule Groups for this
water system using the following fields.  Pressing the Analyte Group Code link displays the Analytes in Analyte Group page.  

 

Water System Facility State Asgn ID No.

Water System Facility Name

Analyte Group Code

Analyte Group Name

Sample Count

Sample Type



Sample Schedules

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Sample_Schedules.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:01 PM]

Sample Frequency

Effective Begin Date

Effective End Date

Analytes in Analyte Group

 

(4) Non-TCR Individual Schedules – – Open schedules that specify the frequency and timeframe for which a water system must monitor for analytes other than Coliform bacteria.  These
open individual schedules reference a single Analyte , that is,  they are not schedules associated with a Schedule Group.   You can view the list of Non-TCR Individual Schedules for this
water system using the following fields:

 

Water System Facility State Asgn ID No.

Water System Facility Name

Analyte Code

Analyte Name

Sample Count

Sample Type

Sample Frequency

Effective Begin Date

Effective End Date

 

 



TCR Sample Results

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_TCR_Sample_Results.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:02 PM]

TCR Sample Results
Sample results are based on analysis of water samples by laboratories or field equipment. Typically, Total Coliform Rule (TCR) sample results identify the presence of
Total Coliform bacteria. Total Coliform are bacteria used to measure the microbial  quality of drinking water. Although Total Coliforms are usually not pathogenic (disease
causing) themselves, their presence in drinking water indicates that fecal pathogens may also be present. Fecal Coliforms are a subset of the Total Coliform group, with
Escherichia coli  (E. coli ) being one of several groups categorized as Fecal Coliform. 

  
On the TCR Sample Results page you may view basic water system information such as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status,
Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
The TCR Sample Results list displays TCR sample results for the last 2 years by default.  If you need to search for a specific date range, use the Sample Collection Date
From and To fields in the mm/dd/yyyy format and then click the Search button. 

  
You can view the list of TCR sample results for this water system using the following fields: 
  
Type 
Lab Sample No 
Collection Date & Time 
Sampling Point 
Sample Location 
Presence/Absence Indicator 
Analyte Code 
Analyte Name 
Monitoring Period Begin Date 
Monitoring Period End Date 
Laboratory 

  
 



TCR Sample Summary Results

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_TCR_Sample_Summary_Results.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:02 PM]

TCR Sample Summary Results
The TCR Sample Summary Results page displays the number of negative, routine, Total Coliform results for a specific monitoring period (e.g., month, quarter, year) and
the water system you selected.. 

  
On the TCR Sample Summary Results page you may view basic water system information, such as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served,
Status, Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
The list displays TCR sample summary results for the last 2 years, by default.  If you need to search for a specific date range, use the Monitoring Period Begin Date From
and To fields in the mm/dd/yyyy format and then press the Search button. 

  
You may further constrain the list of TCR sample summaries retrieved for the water system by specifying the Monitoring Period Begin Date range.   
  
You may view the list of TCR sample summary results for this water system using the following fields: 
  
Data Quality Code 
Monitoring Period Begin Date 
Monitoring Period End Date 
Number of RT Negatives 
Water System Facility State Asgn ID No. 
Date Summary Received 

 
 

 



Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Lead_and_Copper_Sample_Summary_Results.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:02 PM]

Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results
The Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results list displays sample summaries assessed for lead and copper 90th percentile, during a specific monitoring period for the water system you
selected. The 90th percentile of all samples collected from the distribution system is the standard that the US Environmental Protection Agency has chosen for determining compliance
with the Lead and Copper Action Level under the federal Lead and Copper Rule. The 90th percentile is determined by ranking all sample results from lowest to highest and finding a
result that is 90% of the number of sample results from the top. For example, if  there are 10 sample results, the 90th percentile would be the 9th sample result from the top.

 

On the Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results page you may view basic water system information, such as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status,

Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
The Lead and Copper Sample Summary Results list displays Lead and Copper 90th Percentile Sample Summaries sample results for the last 2 years by default.  If you need to search for a

specific date range, use the Monitoring Period Begin Date From and To fields in the mm/dd/yyyy format and then click the Search button. 
 
You can view the list of Lead and Copper 90th Percentile Sample Summaries for this water system using the following fields:

 

Data Quality Code

Monitoring Period Begin Date

Monitoring Period End Date

Number of Samples

Measure (mg/l)

Water System Facility State Asgn ID No.

Date Summary Received

Analyte

 

 

 

 



Non-TCR Samples

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_NonTCR_Samples.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:03 PM]

Non-TCR Samples
Sample results are based on analysis of water samples by laboratories or field equipment.  Non-TCR Samples refer to samples assessed for analytes other than Total
Coliform bacteria.  These sample are typically collected to be assessed for chemicals, radionuclides, microbiological contaminants (other than Total coliform), and water

quality parameters. 
  
 On the Non-TCR Sample page you may view basic water system information, such as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status, Federal
and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
This page displays the Non-TCR Samples collected for this water system for the last 2 years by default. If you need to search for a specific date range, use the Sample
Collection Date From and To fields in the mm/dd/yyyy format and then click the Search button.

Pressing the Lab Sample No. link in the Lab Sample No. column display the Non-TCR Sample Results List for the sample you selected.  You can view the list of Non-
TCR samples for this water system using the following fields:

Lab Sample No 
Type 
Collection Date & Time 
Sampling Point 
Sample Location 

Laboratory 
 



Violations

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Violations.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:03 PM]

Violations
Violations are issued for a public water system when there is a failure to meet certain state/region or federal drinking water regulations. This includes a failure to collect a
sample (called a monitoring violation); failure to report the analytical results from a sample that was collected (a reporting requirement); delivery of drinking water that
exceeds a maximum contaminant level (a Maximum Contaminant Level violation); as well as other failures.  On the Violations page you may view basic water system
information, such as  Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status, Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date.  

Note that some of these violations may have been resolved and/or returned to compliance.  Please click on the violation to view more information on its compliance status.
 

This page lists Group Violations and Individual Violations.  

 (1) Group Violations reference Analyte Group Codes. Violation Groups are different from individual violations in that a Violation Group references an Analyte Group,.
 Violation Groups are convenient to use when the same violation applies to a group of analytes.  You can view the list of Violation Groups for this water system using the
following fields. Pressing the link from field Analyte Group Code will display the list of analytes that are part of that Analyte Group.

Violation No 
Status 
Violation Type 
Violation Name 
Analyte Group Code 
Analyte Group Name 

Water System Facility State Asgn ID 
Water System Facility Name 
  
(2) Individual Violations reference a single Analyte for the specified water system.  These violations are not “hidden violations”, that is, they are not violations associated
with a Violation Group.  You can view the list of individual violations for this water system using the following fields. 

  
Violation No 
Status 
Violation Type 
Violation Name 
Analyte Code 
Analyte Name 

Water System Facility State Asgn ID 
Water System Facility Name 
   
Click on a Violation No. link to see details about the violation as well as related enforcement actions, i.e., formal and informal actions taken against a water system due to
a violation.



Site Visits

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Site_Visits.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:03 PM]

Site Visits
Representatives of regulating agencies conduct site visits. A regulating agency is a government agency that has rule enforcement authority over assigned public water
systems. Possible reasons for conducting a site visit include: performing a compliance inspection, investigating a complaint, providing technical support (e.g., training), and
inspecting construction. One of the most common reasons for a site visit is to perform a sanitary survey. A sanitary survey is an important element in helping water
systems protect public health.  Sanitary surveys are carried out to evaluate: 

  
 The capability of a drinking water system to consistently and reliably deliver an adequate quality and quantity of safe drinking water to the consumer.

 The system’s compliance with federal drinking water regulations. Much of the information generated by a sanitary survey helps identify existing and potential
sanitary risks.

  
On the Site Visits page you may view information about site visits that have been made at a water system. The page also includes basic water system information, such
as Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status, Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
The page displays Site Visits that have occurred in the last 2 years, by default.  If you want to see the site visits that have been made during other periods of time, use
the Site Visit Date From and To fields in the mm/dd/yyyy format and then click on Search.

The following information can be viewed about site visits:

Primary Reason 
Date of Visit 
Highest Deficiency Severity 
Number of Deficiencies Found 
Number of Deficiencies Resolved



Milestones

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Milestones.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:04 PM]

Milestones
Milestones are events related to the enforcement of various rules (e.g., lead and copper). On the Milestones page you may view basic water system information such as
Water System No., Water System Name, Principal Parish Served, Status, Federal and State Type, Source, and Activity Date. 

  
The following information can be viewed about site visits: 

  
Type 
Reason Code 
Date 
Value 
Status



State Asgn ID No.

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_State_Asgn_ID_No.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:04 PM]

State Asgn ID No.

State Asgn ID No. is a state-assigned identification number which identifies the water system facility. This number is unique within
the water system.



Facility Name

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Facility_Name.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:04 PM]

Facility Name
The Facility  Name of the water system facility is the name assigned by the primacy agency to the water system facility's source of water.



Water System FacilityType

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Water_System_Facility_Type.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:05 PM]

Water System Facility Type
 

Type categorizes the water facility.  Permitted entries include the following:

 

CS - Cistern

CW - Clear Well

CH - Common Headers

CC - Consecutive Connection

DS - Dist System/Zone

IG - Infiltration Gallery

IN - Intake

NP - Non-Piped

OT - Other

PC - Pressure Control

PF - Pump Facility

RS - Reservoir

RC - Roof Catchment

SS - Sampling Station

SP - Spring

ST - Storage

SI - Surface Impoundment

TM - Transmission Main (Manifold)

TP - Treatment Plant

WL - Well

WH - Well Head

 

 



Activity Status

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Activity_Status.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:05 PM]

Activity Status
Activity Status indicates whether the water system is active (A) or inactive (I).



Sample Count

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Sample_Count.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:05 PM]

Sample Count
In the mandatory Sample Count field, enter the number of samples required to be collected.

 



Sample Type

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Sample_Type.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:06 PM]

Sample Type
Sample Type  may be one types listed in the following chart.  Sample schedules may only be for routine, repeat or confirmation samples.

 

RT Routine Routine samples are typically collected for compliance with monitoring rules and used in maximum contaminant level (MCL) compliance calculations. 
 

RP Repeat Repeat samples are collected when a routine sample exceeds trigger, action, or maximum contaminant levels. Additional sampling is required to further
identify and define potential water quality problems. 
 

CO Confirmation Confirmation samples are taken at the same location as a previous sample analytical result for confirmation purposes. These samples are sometimes
referred to as check samples. 
 

MR Maximum
Residence
Time

Maximum Residence Time samples measure trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids present in a water system's distribution system. These samples are collected at a
point representing the longest time between treatment, storage, and use. Formation of trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids over time results from disinfectant
residual,  organic content, and residence time.  

BB Batch
Blanks

Several types of blank samples are used for quality control  of laboratory processes. 
 

DU Duplicate Duplicate samples are used for quality control  of the sample collection or laboratory analysis processes. They are often collected to document an
enforcement case. 

Samples are collected simultaneously by the regulatory agency and the water system in separate bottles. Results are compared to determine if any
potential problems exist with the sample collection or analysis procedures. 
 

FB Field Blanks Several types of blank samples are used for quality control  of laboratory processes. 
 

PE Performance
Evaluation

Performance evaluation samples are used for quality control  of laboratory processes. The labs receive samples for analysis from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency or other certifying agency. Results are compared against standards to determine if labs follow accurate and
consistent analysis procedures. 
 

SB Shipping
Blanks

Several types of blank samples are used for quality control  of laboratory processes. 
 

SL Split Split samples are used for quality control  of the sample collection or laboratory analysis processes. They are often collected to document an
enforcement case. 

A sample is collected by the regulatory agency or the water system and split in two bottles. Results are compared to determine if any potential
problems exist with the laboratory analysis procedures. 
 

SP Special Special samples are usually collected for reasons other than compliance determination and are typically used for process control  or quality checks
following maintenance or new construction in the treatment or distribution system. 
 

ST Split Blanks Several types of blank samples are used for quality control  of laboratory processes.

 

 



Sample Frequency

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Sample_Frequency.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:06 PM]

Sample Frequency
The frequency or periodicity of required monitoring.

 

1T One Time.

YR 1 Year.

2Y 2 Years.

3Y 3 Years.

4H 4 Hours.

4Y 4 Years.

5Y 5 Years.

6M 6 Months.

6Y 6 Years.

7Y 7 Years.

8Y 8 Years.

9Y 9 Years.

10Y 10 Years.

DL 1 Day.

2 W 2 Weeks.

HR 1 Hour.

MN Month.

QT Quarter.

WK Week.

 



Effective Begin Date

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Effective_Begin_Date.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:06 PM]

Effective Begin Date
In the mandatory Begin Date field, the first  date for which the facility analyte level or sample schedule is effective.

 



Effective End Date

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Effective_End_Date.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:07 PM]

Effective End Date
The last date that the facility analyte level or sample schedule is effective.

 



Seasonal Start MM/DD

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Seasonal_Start_MM_DD.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:07 PM]

Seasonal Start MM/DD
Start Month/Start Day includes the calendar month and day when a public water system s season of operation begins or the first  day of the seasonal period during which samples must
be collected. .

 



Seasonal End MM/DD

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Season_End_MM_DD.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:12 PM]

Season End MM/DD
End Month/End Day includes the calendar month and day when a public water system s season of operation ends or the last day of the seasonal period during which samples must be
collected.

 



Analyte Code

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Analyte_Code.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:12 PM]

Analyte Code
Analytes are contaminants and other elements (some of which are not necessarily contaminants). Analyte Code is the standard code used by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the states to represent analytes in the national  database.  Each analyte has a unique code assigned for reference in compliance determination.



Analyte Name

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Analyte_Name.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:13 PM]

Analyte Name
Analytes are contaminants and other elements (some of which are not necessarily contaminants).  Analyte Name is the name of the analyte.  

  
  
  
 



Water System Facility State Asgn ID No.

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Water_System_Facility_State_Asgn.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:13 PM]

Water System Facility State Asgn ID
State Asgn ID is the state-assigned identification number that uniquely identifies each water system facility within a public water system.



Water System Facility Name

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Water_System_Facility_Name.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:13 PM]

Water System Facility Name
The Water System Facility  Name  is the name assigned by the primacy agency to the water system facility.

 



Days to Monitor per Month

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Days_to_Monitor_per_Month.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:14 PM]

Days to Monitor per Month
The Days to monitor per month field specifies the default number of days (to monitor) per month.   If you enter 31, SDWIS/STATE would interpret that to mean every day of the month.

 



Samples Required per Day

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Samples_Required_per_Day.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:14 PM]

Samples Required per Day
The Samples Required per Day is the expected number of samples the operator should collect each day.  It  is used to calculate the default  Number of Samples Required field for MDBP
Summaries.  

 

For the Distribution RDC window and the MRDL Chlorine/Chloramines DS window, this field defaults to the current TCR routine schedule.  It  does not include repeat schedules when
calculating the default. You can override the default.

 

 



Summary Type
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Summary Type
Summarized Field Sample Results have different types to indicate the purpose and/or location where the sample is collected:

 

AVGT — Average Turbidity generally collected at the Combined Filter Effluent (CFT)

MAXT — Maximum Turbidity of a single sample generally collected at the Combined Filter Effluent (CFT)

95PT —  Turbidity Level of 95% of Samples generally collected at the Combined Filter Effluent (CFT)

IFT — Individual Filter Effluent Turbidity

EPRD — Entry Point Residual Disinfectant Concentration (RDC)

SERD — State Entry Point Residual Disinfectant Concentration (RDC)

CLO2 — Entry Point Chlorine Dioxide

CLO3 — Entry Point Chlorite

DSRD — Distribution Residual Disinfectant Concentration (RDC)

SDRD — State Distribution Residual Disinfectant Concentration (RDC)

MRDL — Chlorine/Chloramine Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level (MRDL)

OTHR — Other

 

 



Analyte Group Code

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Analyte_Group_Code.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:15 PM]

Analyte Group Code
Enter the Analyte Group Code to access the Analyte Group Selection List.  An example of where you might create a violation or sample schedule group would be when you have a
monitoring requirement or violation for the 21 regulated volatile organic compounds (VOC)  

 

 

 



Analyte Group Name

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/Analyte_Group_Name.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:15 PM]

Analyte Group Name
The Name assigned to the Analyte Group.   An example of where you might create a violation or sample schedule group would be when you have a monitoring requirement or violation
for the 21 regulated volatile organic compounds (VOC).

 

 



Analytes in Analyte Group

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Analytes_in_Analyte_Group.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:15 PM]

Analytes in Analyte Group
Analyte Groups are groupings of analytes that the primacy agency uses to maintain sample schedules and violations.  They expedite data entry,  retrieval, and the determination of
compliance with federal drinking water rules.   Examples of typical analyte groups are Volatile Organic Chemicals, Inorganic Chemicals, and Regulated Organic Chemicals.  This page
shows you the Analyte Code and Analyte Name for the list of analytes in the Analyte Group referenced by the Sample Schedule or Violation.

 

 

 



Lab Sample No.

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Lab_Sample_No.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:16 PM]

Lab Sample No.

Lab Sample No. is the sample identification number assigned by the laboratory for tracking the sample within the laboratory.



Collection Date & Time

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Collection_Date__Time.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:16 PM]

Collection Date & Time
Collection Date  is the date the sample was collected.  Collection Time is the time the sample was collected (in local time).



Sampling Point

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Sampling_Point.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:16 PM]

Sampling Point

Sampling Point is the identifier the state assigns to the point where samples of water are taken for determining water quality in
source (raw) or treated water.



Sample Location
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Sample Location
Sample Location is a text description of the sampling point.



Presence/Absence Indicator

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_PresenceAbsence_Indicator.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:17 PM]

Presence/Absence Indicator
The Presence/Absence Indicator indicates whether results of an analysis were positive (P-Presence) or negative (A-Absence).  Indication of presence or absence creates
an analytical result for a specific analyte.



Monitoring Period Begin Date

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Monitoring_Period_Begin_Date.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:17 PM]

Monitoring Period Begin Date

Monitoring Period Begin Date is the first day of the monitoring period. Monitoring Period is the first/last day of the monitoring period
for which the sample was assessed.



Monitoring Period End Date

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Monitoring_Period_End_Date.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:17 PM]

Monitoring Period End Date

Monitoring Period End Date is the last date of the monitoring period. Monitoring Period is the first/last day of the monitoring period
for which the sample was assessed.



Laboratory

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Laboratory.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:18 PM]

Laboratory
Laboratory is the name of the laboratory where the sample was analyzed.



TCR Sample Summary Results Data Quality Code

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_TCR_Sample_Summary_Results_Data_.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:18 PM]

TCR Sample Summary Results Data Quality Code

Data Quality indicates the quality of the samples received by the regulating agency:

Accepted The quality of the sample was accepted by the testing laboratory. 
Preliminary The sample was a preliminary sample. 
Rejected The sample was rejected by the testing laboratory. 
Validated The sample was validated by the testing laboratory. 



TCR Sample Summary Results Monitoring Period Begin Date

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_TCR_Sample_Summary_Resul00000095.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:18 PM]

TCR Sample Summary Results Monitoring Period
Begin Date
Monitoring Period Begin Date  is the first day of the monitoring period (e.g., monthly, quarterly) that is appropriate for a public water system's TCR samples.



TCR Sample Summary Results Monitoring Period End Date

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_TCR_Sample_Summary_Resul00000096.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:19 PM]

TCR Sample Summary Results Monitoring Period End
Date

Monitoring Period End Date is the last day of the monitoring period (e.g., monthly, quarterly) that is appropriate for a public water
system's TCR samples.



Number of RT Negatives

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Number_of_RT_Negatives.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:19 PM]

Number of RT Negatives
Number of RT Negatives indicates how many of the routine (RT) samples collected during the specific monitoring period were negative. Negative means that no Total
Colifom organisms were identified in the sample. If all  the samples collected during a specific monitoring period were negative, that indicates that the water is considered
safe relative to microbiological contamination (like bacteria and viruses). To know whether all  the samples collected during a monitoring period were negative, look on this
page and at individual sample results (click on the link for TCR Sample Results in the menu bar on the left) because positive samples are not indicated in a summary.
Only negative routine samples are indicated in a summary.



Date Summary Received

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Date_Summary_Received.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:19 PM]

Date Summary Received
Date Summary Received indicates the date the summary of sample results was received by the regulating agency. By regulation, summaries must be submitted within a
certain number of days after a monitoring period ends.



Data Quality Code

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Data_Quality_Code.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:20 PM]

Data Quality Code
The Data Quality field contains the quality status of the individual or summarized sample analytical result. Permitted entries in the drop-down list include the following:

 

Accepted (A) means the sample analytical result met the established laboratory quality assurance (QA) criteria, but must be validated by state personnel before the result is used in
automated noncompliance determinations.

 

 Preliminary (P) or provisional means the sample analytical result has been informally reported to a state agency for use in field investigation of a potential water quality problem. Formal
results are transmitted by the lab after confirmation. Preliminary results are not used in automated noncompliance determinations.

 

Rejected (R) means the sample analytical result failed to meet the state or EPA QA criteria. No further action is taken on this result. Normally, the lab or state agency notifies the water
system of the rejected result and requires collection of a replacement sample.

 

 Validated (V) means the compliance officer validated the sample analytical result.

 



Number of Sample(s)

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Number_of_Samples.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:20 PM]

Number of Sample(s)
Number of Sample(s) is the number of analytical results in the database for the analyte you selected for the water system.



Measure

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Measure.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:20 PM]

Measure
Concentration “Measures” are used to express the amount or quantity of an analyte or contaminant that exists in a water sample.  The measure can be expressed in many units of measure
(UOM).  

 



Violation No.

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Violation_No.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:20 PM]

Violation No.

Violation No. consists of the four-digit fiscal year plus a unique number.



Status of Violation

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Status_of_Violation.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:21 PM]

Status of Violation

The status of the violation can be one of the following:

P Preliminary 
V Validated 
R Rejected 
D Deleted 



Violation Type

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Violation_Type.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:21 PM]

Violation Type

Violation Type is a two-digit code that categorizes a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency rule violation.



Violation Name

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Violation_Name.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:21 PM]

Violation Name

Violation Name describes the violation type.



Primary Reason for Site Visit

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Primary_Reason_for_Site_Visit.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:22 PM]

Primary Reason for Site Visit
Primary Reason specifies the primary reason for the visit to the public water system (there may be several reasons why a visit was made). The primary reason may be
any one of the following:
SNSV Sanitary Survey FENF Formal Enforcement
SSVF Sanitary Survey Follow-up IENF Informal Enforcement
SHAZ Sanitary Hazards Investigation CPEV Comprehensive Performance Evaluation (CPE)
TRTP Water Treatment Plant Site Visit CNST Construction Inspection
TRNG Training OM Operation and Maintenance
LABC Laboratory Certification NEED Needs Survey
EMRG Emergency Assistance RCDR Record Review
ENGR Engineering Determination/ Advice/Plan Review SITE Site Inspection
INVG Investigation (Complaint/ Violation/etc.) SRCE Source Water Inspection
LABI Laboratory Inspection LOCD Locational Data Collection
INFI Informal System Inspection WHPP Wellhead Protection Program
OTHR Other SRF State Revolving Fund
PRMT Permit (Qualification/ Review/Compliance) CAPD Capacity Development Assessment
RSCH Regularly Scheduled WSHD Watershed Evaluation
SMPL Sample Collection XCON Cross Connection Inspection/Investigation
TECH Technical Assistance (Non-specific) PUBH Public Hearing
VAEX Variance/Exemption Related   



Date of Site Visit

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Date_of_Site_Visit.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:22 PM]

Date of Site Visit
Date of Visit specifies the date on which the site visit was performed.



Highest Deficiency Severity

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Highest_Deficiency_Severity.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:22 PM]

Highest Deficiency Severity
A deficiency is a defect,  flaw, inadequacy, or shortcoming that may hinder the capability of a public water system to consistently and reliably deliver an adequate quantity
and quality of drinking water to the consumer. 
Highest Deficiency Severity indicates whether the highest deficiency identified during a site visit (including any associated from earlier site visits) was:
SIG Significant
MIN Minor
REC Recommendation Made (Note: A recommendation is not considered a deficiency)
NON None



Number of Deficiencies Found

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Number_of_Deficiencies_Found.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:23 PM]

Number of Deficiencies Found

Number of Deficiencies Found denotes the number of significant and minor deficiencies found during a sanitary survey/site visit.



Number of Deficiencies Resolved

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Number_of_Deficiencies_Resolved.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:23 PM]

Number of Deficiencies Resolved

Number of Deficiencies Resolved indicates how many of the significant and minor deficiencies identified during the sanitary
survey/site visit have been resolved.



Type of Milestone

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Type_of_Milestone.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:23 PM]

Type of Milestone
The Type of Milestone is one of the following:
CCSR Corrosion control  study required.
CCSC Corrosion control  study completed.
CU90 Copper 90th percentile action level* exceedence.
DEEM System deemed optimized without Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment.
DONE System done with Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment.
LSLR Lead service line replacement required.
MPLS Maximum permissible levels in source water.
OTDE Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment designated and approved.
OTIN Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment installed.
PB90 Lead 90th percentile action level* exceedence.
STDE Source Water Treatment designated and approved.
STIN Source Water Treatment installed.
WQPS Water quality parameters.
MIF Must install filtration.

  
*  Action Level is the level of lead and copper which, if exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements that a public water system must follow.



Reason Code for Milestone Types

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Reason_Code_for_Milestone_Types.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:24 PM]

Reason Code for Milestone Types
For Milestones of types "System deemed optimized without Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment" (DEEM) and "System done with Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment"
(DONE), you will see a Reason Code. 

  
Reason Codes for DEEM are:
B1 Serving fewer than 50,000 (met action level*)
B3 Serving greater than 50,000 (met action level*)
WQP Water Quality Parameters

  
Reason Codes for DONE are:
B1 Serving fewer than 50,000 (met action level*)
B3 Serving greater than 50,000 (met action level*)
LSLR Lead Service Line Replacement
WQP Water Quality Parameters

Action Level is the level of lead and copper which, if exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements that a public water system must follow.



Date of Milestone Event Status

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Date_of_Milestone_Event_Status.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:24 PM]

Date of Milestone Event Status
Date  indicates the date that the milestone event status was set.



Value of Milestone

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Value_of_Milestone.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:24 PM]

Value of Milestone
The Milestone Value field contains a numeric value that represents the 90th percentile lead or copper level excedence (PB90 or CU90), or Lead Service Line Replacement
(LSLR) percentage rates.



Status of Milestone

https://sdw.oph.dhh.la.gov/DWW/Help/html_Status_of_Milestone.htm[4/29/2015 2:09:24 PM]

Status of Milestone
Status of the milestone can be one of the following: 

 
P  Preliminary
V  Validated (default)
R  Rejected
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